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**UC/MS/51** 1671
Section of a mostly mutilated legal document recording an agreement between Hugh Dicconson of Wrightington and Sir Henry Bannister
Probably used as a wrapper for a book
Previous reference numbers: XIX.G.9.15 and UC/MS65/1
1 membrane

**UC/MS/52** [17th century]
Section of a mostly mutilated legal document between unknown parties
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F and UC/MS65/2
1 membrane

**UC/MS/53** [17th century]
List of printed and manuscript theological works
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/3
1f

**UC/MS/54** [18th century]
Fragment of a scripture commentary
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/4
2f

**UC/MS/55** [17th century]
Scripture commentary from the Book of Exodus
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/5

**UC/MS/56** [17th century]
Scripture commentary from the Book of Genesis
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/6
[54] p.

**UC/MS/57/1-30** 16 July 1660 - [?1960]
File entitled “Douai Papers”
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.17 and UC/MS65/7/1-30
30 items

UC/MS/57/1  18 September 1789
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: Haydock’s two brothers; his meeting with the bishop and John Daniel at Stella; his dinner with Gillow; asking for two seapularia; suggesting he read certain devotional works and his disapproval of the [?Douai] students reading modern French history works; Robert Blacoe; Richard Marsh returning to his studies; and the Cottams
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/1
1f

UC/MS/57/2  18 September 1789
Letter from Robert Baniser to Robert Blacoe: giving him a gold watch; and the health of Blackoe’s brother
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/2
1f

UC/MS/57/3  5 February 1790
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: the oath of allegiance in the Roman Catholic Relief Act; and advice on spiritual matters
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/3
1f

UC/MS/57/4  13 May 1790
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: advice for Haydock on his spiritual vocations
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/4
2f

UC/MS/57/5  18 September 1790
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: spiritual advice; financial matters; Carter's death; Mawdsley’s declining health; the anti-Catholic Committee atmosphere at Douai College; and the lack of reference to St. Joseph in Lives of Saints
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/5
1f

UC/MS/57/6  17 May 1791
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: his disapproval of the bishop of Bologna’s pastoral letter; opposition to the Gallican bishops; the new regime in France and the difficulty faced by Douai College and possible solutions; and the new college rules at Douai
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/6
2f

UC/MS/57/7  26 January 1792
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: congratulating him on his ordination
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/7
1f
UC/MS/57/8  30 April 1792
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: reassuring Haydock that he is ready for missionary life and general advice on spiritual matters; and criticism of the new Cisalpine Club in London
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/8
2f

UC/MS/57/9  2 June 1792
Letter from Robert Banister to James Haydock: spiritual advice for a friend of Haydock's
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/9
2f

UC/MS/57/10  7 June 1793
Robert Banister to James Haydock: spiritual advice
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/10
2f

UC/MS/57/11  7 November 1796
Letter from P. Coghlan to R. Banister: Joseph Berington's thesis; his wife entering the Poor Clares; and his experience in Rome
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/11
2f

UC/MS/57/12  [early 18th century]
Petition to the president of Douai College concerning certain grievances
On verso: “For Mr Joseph Lawson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/12
2f

UC/MS/57/13  17 February 1711
Extracts from letters by Cardinal Pauluccius to the bishops and clergy of England, and to Douai College, on accusations of heresy and Jansenism
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/13
Language: English and Latin
3f

UC/MS/57/14  29 November 1709
Copy of a letter vindicating the English clergy from the charge of Jansenism
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/14
2f

UC/MS/57/15  [?late 18th century]
Printed proforma of the dispensation of faculties at Douai College
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/15
1f
Declarationes, ac responsa nonnullorum Eminentiss Cardinalium S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide a sanctissimo D. N. Alexandro VII. specialiter deputatorum, dubiis propositis super intelligentia, ac observantia Brevis ab eadem sanctitate sua sub die 20. July 1660, emanati circa Iuramentum praestitum hactenus, ac praestandum in posterum ab alumnis Collegiorum Pontificorum (Duaci, Typis M. Mairesse, sub signo Salamandrae 1707)

Concerning the Douai College oath
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/16
1 broadside

Breve declarationis juramenti praestandi ab alumnis Collegiorum Pontificorum. Alexander Papa VII. Ad futurum rei memoriam
Concerning the interpretation of the Douai College oath
Extracted from Dodd's Church History, V. iii, p. 376
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/17
1 broadside

Proclamation from the Department du Nord (District de Douai) on the transfer of Douai College to the French Republic
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/18
Language: French
1f

Agreement between the French Republic and Thomas Smith on the transfer of Douai College to the Republic
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.17 and UC/MS65/7/19
Language: French
1f

Proclamation from the Prefecture de Police (Republique Francaise) allowing Thomas Smith to return to England
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/20
Language: Latin
1f

Formula juramenti suscipiendi ab alumnis Collegii Anglorum Duacensis juxta constitutiones
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/21
Language: Latin
1 sheet

The appointment of an English professor as Doctor of Divinity at Douai College
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/22
Language: French
2f
UC/MS/57/23  11 February 1776
Copy of a papal dispensation for Robert Swarbreck
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/23
Language: Latin

UC/MS/57/24  June [?1770 x 1790]
Theses Theologicae de deo uno et trino ad mentem doctoris angelici Sancti Thomae Aquinatis, quas deo duce Auspice Dei-Para, praeside Rev. Domino Joanne Gillow, sacra Theologiae Professore. Tueri conabuntur in aula Collegii Anglorum Duaceni, Dom. Franciscus Tuite, subdiaconus, 21st Juni a 9d ad 11am. Dom Joannes Lee, subdiaconus, codem die a 3d ad 5am. Dom. Gulielmus Coombs, subdiaconus, 22d Junii a 3d ad 5am. (Duaci, apud Derbaix, Typgraphum, via Scholarum)
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/24
Language: Latin

UC/MS/57/25  [?1800]
Note on whether the English College at Douai should be re-established
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/25

UC/MS/57/26  7 March 1741
Copy of an instruction by Mr P. Giffard for the disposal of £300 given by him to Douai College
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/26

UC/MS/57/27  [18th century]
Poem on the Siege of Douai
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/27
Language: French

UC/MS/57/28  10 July 1958
Letter by Chansine Flayelle of Douai supplying information on the town of Douai
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/28

UC/MS/57/29  [?1800]
Observations on the claim of the Reverend John Daniel on the French Government, rejected by the British Commissioners; and which rejection has been confirmed by the judgement of the Privy Council (London: Keating and Brown, [?1800])
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.17 and UC/MS65/7/29

UC/MS/57/30  [?1960]
Typescript: “An account of the English College, Douai, rendered after 173 years of life, in answer to “Quaesita” or questions asked by authority of Pope Benedict XIV in 1741”
Translated from the Latin
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/7/30

UC/MS/58  1724
Charles Dodd, “Certamen Utriusque Ecclesiae. A list of all the eminent writers of controversy since the Reformation with an historical idea of the politick attempts of both partys in every reign, in order to support their respective interests”
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.13 and UC/MS65/8
9p

UC/MS/59  [18th century]
“Translation of Fr. Moran’s acpt. of the Powder Plot”
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.8 and UC/MS65/9
22f

UC/MS/60  [16th century]
Liturgical plain chant music score for a Mass
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.9 and UC/MS65/10
*Language*: Latin
15f

UC/MS/61  [early 17th century]
“The life, martyrdom, visions and miracles of St. Thomas, archbishop of Canterbury. As written in the Latin tongue, by a monck of the same monastery, presently upon his death. Newe translated into English by the woshipfull and learned gent. John [] the Elder of [] Esquieri”
Translation of John of Salisbury’s life but without Allan’s continuation. See also XXIV.E.2.5
Found among the Ushaw College Archives in 1902
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.7 and UC/MS65/11
15f

UC/MS/62  15 March 1815
Poynter, William  *The Apologetical epistle* (London, 1815)
Printed epistle by Bishop William Poynter (Vicar Apostolic of the Southern District) to Cardinal Litta (prefect of the Sacred Congregation de Propaganda Fide against the charges brought against him and other Vicars Apostolic, by Bishop John Milner (Vicar Apostolic of the Midland District)
Addressed to the Rev John Lingard
Original printed epistle with manuscript transcript
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.10 and UC/MS65/12
8p/34p

UC/MS/63  1846
Specimans of various manuscripts in different languages by A. G. Rotti
Previous reference numbers: XVIII.F.2.14 and UC/MS65/13
1 file

UC/MS/70  [1640 x 1659]
“The names of such Jesuits and Romish priests as have beene apprehended and prosecuted by Captain James Wadsworth, Francis Newton, Thomas Mayo and Robert Deluxe, messengers att our proper charge, whereof some have been condemned, some executed, and some reprieved since the beginning of the Parliament, the like not having been doneby any others since the reformation of religion in this nation”
Priest-catchers’ list
Includes typescript and word processed transcripts
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/14
1f
UC/MS/71  20 January 1545
(1) King Henry VIII
(2) William Pagott, knight
Grant by (1) to (2) of Edleston Manor, property of the monastery of Tutbury, Staffordshire
Consideration: £43 16s 8½d
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/15
  2f

UC/MS/72  [?mid 18th century]
Extract from the registration of Popish estates
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/16
  4f

UC/MS/73  5 June 1658
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/17
  1 membrane

UC/MS/74  12 February 1620
(1) William and Richard Gunter, demandants
(2) John William Barrie and David James, defendants
Exemplification of a recovery by (1) from (2) of land at Llanbethery and Bergevenny, Monmouthshire
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/18
  1 membrane

UC/MS/75  1839
Manuscript of Cardinal Wiseman's Latin prayer for the conversion of England
Loaned to the Liverpool Catholic Exhibition
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/19
  8f

UC/MS/76  26 January 1712
(1) John Monatgu, dean of Durham
(2) Thomas Radcliffe of Dilston, Northumberland
Grant by (1) to (2) of land at Norham, Durham
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/20
  1 membrane

UC/MS/77  30 January 1692
(1) Richard Bates, merchant (querent)
(2) Thomas Newton and Elizabeth his wife (deforciants)
(3) Cuthbert Newton and Ann his wife (deforciants)
(4) Ann Newton, widow (deforciant)
(5) Ferederick Newton and Jane his wife (deforciants)
Exemplification of a fine by (1) from (2), (3), (4) and (5) concerning a messuage and a garden in Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/21
  1 membrane

UC/MS/78  [16th century]
Fragments from various 16th century printed and manuscript sources
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/22
  1 envelope
UC/MS/79 [16th century]
Leaves from an unidentified New Testament
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/23
17 leaves

UC/MS80 [16th century]
Half-leaves from an unidentified Sarum Missal removed from the pasteboards of an Ushaw College library book
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/24
20 half-leaves

UC/MS/81 [13th century]
Leaves of an unidentified medical manuscript with contemporary annotations
Removed from Ushaw XVII.E.5.5
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/25
2 leaves

UC/MS/82 [late 15th century x early 16th century]
Half-leaves from a folio missal
Removed from the pasteboards of Ushaw XVII.E.5.5
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/26
12 half-leaves

UC/MS/83 [17th century]
(1) Fragments of two letters
(2) Two fragments of printed liturgical books
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/27a-b
1 envelope

UC/MS/84 [late 15th century & 16 century]
(1) Two pieces of a will of a cleric
(2) Fragment from a Parisian breviary
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/28a-b
1 envelope

UC/MS/85a-b [?1500] & [1530]
(1) Endleaves from a German/French printed book
(2) Endleaves from Cathena Aurea super Psalms by Francis da Puteo
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/29a-b
4 leaves

UC/MS/86 1450
Leaves from a Sarum Missal
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/30
4 leaves

UC/MS/87 [1700 x 1721]
Preface to a work on the opposition of the University of Paris to a decree by Pope Clement XI on P. Russell's notes on the New Testament
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/31
pp. 1 - 27

UC/MS/88/1-6 1686 - 1814
Printed political papers mostly on the subject of Catholic rights
Search "UC/MS/88" in the Durham University Library printed catalogue
Manuscript entitled “True relation of private Conference, upon the mystery of the real presence between K a member of the Church of England, and B a member of the Catholick Church”

Manuscript entitled “The case of usury stated and resolved according to Scriptures, Fathers and Councils.”

Discourse presented in the form of questions and answers.

Play performed at Ushaw College as part of the 1908 Jubilee celebrations

Bishop John Leyburn's portrait

Manuscript leaves from a grammatica, English with Anglo-Norman glosses

Section of a leaf from a printed almanac

Manuscript leaves from a Northern European missal, possibly the 13th Sunday after Trinity

Manuscript leaves from a breviary

Denis Grenville, “Liber omnium casuarum dependentium in Curia Archidiaconi Dunelmensis, in seperalibus parochiis et capelaniis sequentibus alphabeticë”

64f

Provenance: Provenance: on front pastedown armorial bookplate, possibly the coat of arms of Denis Grenville (1637-1703) and book stamp "Ushaw College Lib.". On verso of front endpaper inscription “Presented to Ushaw College Library June 7 1660 by Rev. William Vincent Smith of Lanchester”. On verso of second fyleaf inscriptions "Mo. Bell Novocastro ex dono Ralph Spearman, Eachwick Hall, 16th October 1813" and "James Raine Jnr. Neville Hall, Newcastle 1855".

Previous reference number: UC/MS65/41

UC/MS/104 [?18th century]
Leaf from the Shahnameh manuscript by the Persian poet Ferdowsi
This is likely to be a later copy
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/42
Language: Persian
1 leaf

UC/MS/106 1802
Greek manuscript written at Crook Hall
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/43
Language: Greek
1 volume

UC/MS/107 [?1900]
Manuscript entitled “The fall of Douay College, an original narrative by the last of the Alumni, the Rev. John Penswick", 1852
Notes by William Henry Brown
Written in the hand of Rev. John Walker at Penswick's request
A large portion of this narrative has been printed by Joseph Gillow in his collection entitled The Haydock Papers (London, 1888), Bernard Ward's History of St. Edmund's College, as well as the Ushaw Magazine
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/44
1 volume

UC/MS/110 [14th century]
Leaves relating to an ecclesiastical election removed from endleaves and front and back pastedown of binding of XVIII.C.3.5
It is likely that these leaves were not the original pastedown and endleaves for XVIII.C.3.5, in which there is evidence of older manuscript fragments
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/45
4 leaves

UC/MS/111 [?14th century]
Fragments of a medieval manuscript taken from the endpapers of XVIII.G.3.8
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/46
2 fragments

UC/MS/112 [13th century]
Leaves of a medieval liturgical music score detached from Weld Bank's Bonaventure Sententiarum (chained book)
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/47
2 leaves

UC/MS/113 [13th century]
Fragments of a medieval manuscript detached from the endpapers of II.A.7.13
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/48
2 fragments

UC/MS/114 1550
Endpapers from XVIII.A.7.12
2 leaves


Previous reference number: UC/MS65/49

UC/MS/115 27 June 1534 - 24 June 1974
(1) Notes in the hand of Thomas Swalwell found at fol. LXXIII
(2) 2 parts of a draft sanctuary petition, dated 27 June 1534 in the hand of Thomas Swalwell
(3) Letter from Alan Rounding, dated 24 June 1974, re: a visit to the Library and Tempest family
First two items found in Ushaw XVII.G.4.3 and identified by A. I. Doyle and A. J. Piper
Previously bound with XVII.G.4.3
Previous reference number: UC/MS65/50
3 items

UC/MS/116/1-3 12 April [?1719] - [?early 20th century]
Letters from Edward Blount to Alexander Pope:
9 letters

*Ownership history:* Previous reference numbers - OS 2 Da and UC/MS1/1-3

UC/MS/116/1 12 April [?1719]
Letter from Blount to Pope: advice on the legal situation relating to marriage
Previous reference number: UC/MS1/1
1 letter (2f)

UC/MS/116/2 30 August 1719
Letter from Blount to Pope: poetry; arrangements for meeting; orders for Pope's volumes
Previous reference number: UC/MS1/2
1 letter (2f)

UC/MS/116/3 [?early 20th century]
Typescript and manuscript transcripts of Blount and Pope's letters in the Ushaw College Archive
7 letters

*Related material in other DUL collections:* Transcripts mostly of the Blount letters in Ushaw Collection of Manuscripts, Volume I
Previous reference number: UC/MS1/3

UC/MS/117/1-12 October 1794 - [late 19th century]
Prospectuses for Catholic schools and colleges:
12 items
Ownership history: Collection brought together by Rev Michael Sharratt as part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library.

Previous reference numbers - OS 2 G and UC/MS2/1-12

UC/MS/117/1  October 1794
Prospectus of the plan of education for the Catholic college, at Oscott
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/1
4p

UC/MS/117/2  [December 1805]
Prospectus for a new literary and commercial seminary at Thorp Arch, near Wetherby
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/2
1 newspaper cutting

UC/MS/117/3  [September 1806]
List of forthcoming prelections at the University of Glasgow
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/3
1 newspaper cutting

UC/MS/117/4  [?1810]
Conditions for the acceptance of students [?at Ushaw College]
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/4
1f

UC/MS/117/5  [?1820]
Printed prospectus for Old Hall Green
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/5
2p

UC/MS/117/6  [early 19th century]
A school for Latin, French and Mathematics (Whitby)
Printed prospectus for a new school to educate young gentlemen in Whitby
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/6
1p

UC/MS/117/7  [?early 19th century]
Terms of admission to the academy, at Old Hall Green, near Puckeridge, Hertfordshire, twenty-six miles from London
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/7
2p

UC/MS/117/8a-b  [early 19th century]
Terms of admission to the school at Sedgley Park, near Wolverhampton, Staffordshire
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/8a-b
Two versions
2 items

UC/MS/117/9  [early 19th century]
Printed prospectus entitled College of Stonyhurst, under the direction of a society of Catholic clergymen
Published in Preston
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/9
2p
UC/MS/117/10  [early 19th century]
Printed prospectus entitled Roman Catholic school for the education of young gentlemen, at Vernon Hall, near Liverpool, Lancashire
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/10
2p

UC/MS/117/11  [1848]
Prospectus for St Edward's School, Everton
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/11
3f

UC/MS/117/12  [late 19th century]
Typescript draft of a prospectus for the English College, Valladolid
Previous reference number: UC/MS2/12
1f

UC/MS/118  [18th century]
Manuscript disputation [?dictate], probably from Douai College, on the subject of St Francis Xavier's writings
Language: Latin and English
Size: 230 x 180 mm
18 ff.
Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library.
Previous reference numbers - OS 2 La and UC/MS3

UC/MS/119  [mid 19th century]
Manuscript by [?Giovanni Gherado de Rossi] entitled “Impronti in zolso della Cronolgia de Sommi Pontefici, tratta dalle incisioni del Sant' Urbano, Amerani, ed altri Incisori, esistente in argento presso il Sig. Cav. Gio: Gherado de Rossi, disposta secondo l'ordine del Sandini in otto Tavole, con la divisione de Secoli”
Inventory of papal medals, probably in the Vatican Library
Language: Italian
Size: 330 x 230 mm
9 ff.
Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library.
Previous reference numbers - OS 2 Ma and UC/MS4

UC/MS/120  [mid 19th century]
Manuscript by Rev Robert Hogarth entitled “Offerings at Mass”
Language: English
Size: 340 x 210 mm
8 ff.
Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library.
Previous reference numbers - OS 2 Na and UC/MS5

UC/MS/121  8 July 1908
Letter from Pope Pius X to Bishop Thomas Wilkinson on the Ushaw College Jubilee
Includes an English copy and envelope
Language: Latin and English
3 items
Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library.
Previous reference numbers - OS 2 Pa and UC/MS6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC/MS/122</td>
<td>5 January 1789 - 23 May 1791</td>
<td>Papers on the Oath of Allegiance (1790), including printed and manuscript copies of the oath, as well as correspondence from Charles Walmesley, John Hall, Matthew Gibson, William Gibson, and others, on the wording of the oath. Language: English and Latin. 1 file (30 items). Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library. Previous reference numbers OS 2 S and UC/MS7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC/MS/123/1-2</td>
<td>[?early 18th century]</td>
<td>Two letters from Alexander Pope: (1) Mr Henry Racket on the legal case against his cousin, John; (2) Mrs Racket (wife of Henry) on awaiting Mr Allen. 2 letters. Ownership history: Originally part of the Old Series of documents in Ushaw College Library. Previous reference numbers - OS 2 S1-2 and UC/MS8/1-2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC/MS/126/1-17</td>
<td>1804 - 18 August 1998</td>
<td>17 files. Ownership history: Series begun by Fr Michael Sharratt in June 1990 to accommodate the papers of those who have died in the college. Related material in other DUL collections: The following have been transferred and amalgamated into collections in the UC/P sequence: William Henry Brown (UC/P29); Thomas Eyre (UC/P13); Lawrence McReavy (UC/P41); Bernard Payne (UC/P14); Edward Towers (UC/P31); and Thomas Wilkinson (UC/P16). Previous reference number: UC/MS11/1-17.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UC/MS/126/1 April 1889 - 1929
Mgr Joseph Broadhead: newspaper cutting of Broadhead's first High Mass; two photographs of Broadhead; correspondence between Joseph and others, including Clare [?Broadhead], Bishop Thomas Wilkinson, and Bishop G. A. Burton, mostly personal with some references to Ushaw affairs; and account statements. The papers also include a letter from George Lane-Fox (The Primrose League) to Joseph, enclosing a letter from the Duke of Norfolk, on the involvement of the Primrose League in an unidentified political issue
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/1
1 file

UC/MS/126/2 20 October 1909 - June 1948
Charles Corbishley: certificates from Rheinische Friedrich Willhelms Universität in Bonn, Germany (where Corbishley studied), and a photograph of Corbishley as president of Ushaw
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/2
Language: German
1 file

UC/MS/126/3 [1979]
Raymond Corboy: typescript letter by P.J. Fitzpatrick sent to the editor of the Ushaw Magazine on Corboy's legacy at Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/3
1 item

UC/MS/126/4 1986
Osmund Curry: typescript copy of Curry's obituary in the Ushaw Magazine
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/4
1 item

UC/MS/126/5 1950
Josef Felton: printed sources on Felton's life
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/5
3 items

UC/MS/126/6 May 1997
Ronald Fox: order of a funeral mass and a transcript of the eulogy read by Alec Barrass at Fox's funeral
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/6
2 items

UC/MS/126/7 8 April 1836 - 18 October 1853
Michael Gibson: fides ordinum; account statements; three letters to Gibson from G. Rutter, George Brown, and A. Henry Ede Romeston
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/7
Language: English and Latin
1 file

UC/MS/126/8 [?1950]
Paul Grant: photographs of Grant
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/8
4 BW prints
UC/MS/126/9  1926 - [?1960]
Robert Gowland: two academic record books from the VEC in Rome, and two photographs of Gowland
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/9
2 volumes & 2 BW prints

UC/MS/126/10  May 1943
Arthur Hinsley: *Westminster Cathedral Chronicle and Diocesan Gazette*, XXXVII, (May 1943)
Dedicated to the memory of His Eminence Arthur Cardinal Hinsley, archbishop of Westminster
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/10
1 item

UC/MS/126/11  11 August 1840 - 4 September 1843
Ralph Platt: letters, mostly from the University of London to Ralph Platt, on the administration of Ushaw students taking degrees at the university
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/11
16 letters

UC/MS/126/12  March 1804 - 24 January 1830
William Riddell: *fides ordinum* and other faculty certificates
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/12
Language: Latin
1 file

Edward Riordan: printed transcript of the eulogy read at Riordan's funeral, and a letter from the secretary to the Provincial of the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God confirming the anniversary of Riordan's death
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/13
2 items

UC/MS/126/14  1944 - [?1950]
Edward Stephens: certificate of [?faculties] for the archdiocese of Liverpool; and two photographs of Stephens
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/14
Language: Latin
3 items

UC/MS/126/15  1993 - 1994
Alois Theissen: obituaries and printed articles on Theissen, with some correspondence on the writing of an article for the *Ushaw Magazine*
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/15
Language: English and German
1 file

UC/MS/126/16  24 December 1908
Charles Tindall: postcard photograph sent by Tindall to W. Farrar wishing him season's greetings
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/16
1 item
UC/MS/126/17  1896 - [?1920]
Thomas Whiteside: photographs of Whiteside, mostly taken on excursions with friends
Previous reference number: UC/MS11/17
39 photographs

UC/MS/127  30 September 1817 - July 1818
Correspondence between George Brown, William Gibson, Charles Walmsley, Charles Plowdon, John Tate, Ralph Greenhaugh, James Lancaster, and Richard Thompson, as well as a printed pamphlet entitled *To their brethren the Catholics of Wigan, and to the public at large, the following statement of facts is humbly submitted* (1818), on the controversy surrounding the building of a new Catholic chapel at Wigan
43 letters
Ownership history: Previously located in the Procurators' Archive

UC/MS/128/1-2  16 June 1833 - 28 May 1886
Papers relating to the parish of Longhorsley and Witton Shields:

UC/MS/128/1  16 June 1833 - 1858
Baptismal register for the parish of Longhorsley and Witton Shields
*Size:* 200 x 230 mm
1 volume
Ownership history: Previous reference numbers for the baptismal register: LL.3.IV.D37 and UC/MS13/1

UC/MS128/2  26 August 1843 - 28 May 1886
Correspondence, mostly between Rev William Fletcher, Rev J. Rogerson, Rev. John Gibson, Bishop William Hogarth, William Woodman, Thomas Witham, and others on the financial affairs of the parish of Longhorsley
Previous reference number: UC/MS13/2
16 letters

UC/MS/129  22 February - 25 September 1861
Notebook of manuscript transcripts of correspondence between the Rev J. Gillow and the Very Rev James Canon Fisher in relation to the controversy surrounding Ushaw College and the diocese of Liverpool on the subject of the memorial of the late Rev John Kirk
Previous reference number: UC/MS14
*Size:* 180 x 120 mm
1 notebook (107p.)

UC/MS/130  1 December 1995
Word processed report (first draft) by William Cantwell entitled “Church design”
*Size:* 220 x 300 mm
1 report (p.1-396)
Provenance: Donated by the Centre for Catholic Studies (Durham University), August 2013

UC/MS/131  [?1940] - 1994
Papers of Mgr Martin Campbell (1909-1994), student at Ushaw College between 1926 and 1934, mostly papers on Campbell's golden jubilee, obituaries, prayer cards, and photographs
1 file
Provenance: Donated by Patricia Walton, September 2013
Previous reference number: UC/MS16

UC/MS/132/1-5  [?1860] - 23 July 1900
Ushaw College illuminated letters (with full illuminated borders)
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/1-5
5 items

UC/MS/132/1a-b  [?1860]
Illuminated letters from the staff at Ushaw College to Mgr Charles Newsham on his return to the college, probably from Rome where Newsham was defending the college against accusations of financial mismanagement
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/1a-b
Size: 450 x 500 mm
2 letters

UC/MS132/2  [?1863]
Illuminated letter from the staff at Ushaw College to [?Rev Robert Tate] on his appointment as president
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/2
Size: 300 x 230 mm
1 letter

UC/MS132/3  1866
Illuminated letter by the students of Ushaw College to Rev James Chadwick thanking him for his years of service as professor at Ushaw College and wishing him well in his new role as bishop of the diocese of Hexham and Newcastle
Signed on behalf of the Divines: John Nolan, Deacon
Signed on behalf of the other students: Henry Hill, Phil. Censor
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/3
Size: 430 x 500 mm
1 letter

UC/MS132/4  [1890]
Illuminated letter by the superiors and students of Ushaw College to Bishop Thomas Wilkinson on his appointment as president of the college
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/4
Size: 330 x 540 mm
1 letter

UC/MS132/5  23 July 1950
Illuminated letter by the members of the Catholic clergy, including the bishop of Liverpool, Very Rev Canon Pyke, Very Rev Canon Banks, Rt Rev Mgr Wrennall [and 50 others] to Richard Preston, congratulating him on his appointment as bishop of Phocea
Previous reference number: UC/MS17/5
Size: 330 x 410 mm
1 letter

UC/MS/133  1954
Appointment diary of an Ushaw College student for 1954, mostly very brief entries describing the routine of life at the college
Previous reference number: UC/MS18
Size: 310 x 200 mm
1 volume (pp. 1 - 115)
UC/MS134/1-7  1804 - 1909
Printed maps:
7 maps
Previous reference numbers: UC/MS19/1-7

UC/MS134/1  1804
A new map of Yorkshire divided into ridings &c. by Jones & Smith
Large scale map, originally printed on four sheets, taken from Smith's New English Atlas
(London: Charles Smith, 1804)
Copper engraved with original hand colour
Encased in marble covering
Size: 106 x 90 cm
1 map
Provenance: previously owned by Mr Mather of York
Previous reference number: UC/MS19/1

UC/MS134/2  1 April 1834
Map of the North Riding of the County of York, from an actual survey by C. & J. Greenwood
(London, 1834)
Decorative engraved map of the riding with a vignette view of York Minster to the lower left corner. Table of explanation and a reference to the hundreds to the upper left and right corners. Polling places for the North Riding of Yorkshire election at lower centre
Original colour in block and outline
Published by the proprieties
Survey conducted in 1817 and 1818
Previous reference number: UC/MS19/2
Size: 74 x 61 cm
1 map

UC/MS134/3  1909
Plan of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, based upon the survey of Thomas Oliver, made in 1830.
On which are now shown the modern streets and railway lines laid on in colour; giving at a glance the street changes made from 1830 to 1909 (Andrew Reid & Company Ltd: Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1909)
Previous reference number: UC/MS19/3
Size: 97 x 84 cm
1 map

UC/MS134/4  1882
Plan of Rome, 1882
Previous reference number: UC/MS19/4
Size: 75 x 60 cm
1 map

UC/MS134/5-6  1967
Maps of the counties of Durham and Northumberland showing probate jurisdictional boundaries
Rolled
Previous reference numbers: UC/MS19/5-6
Size: 43.5 x 33.5 cm
2 maps
UC/MS134/7  1707
La geographie sacrée, ou description des terres habitées par les descendans destroils fils de noe, dressée pour l'intelligence du commentaire litteral sur la Genese, composé par le R.P.D. Augustin Calmet R.B. dela Congr'd St Vanne e St Hydulphe, par M. Moullart-Sanson Geogr ordin du Roi (1707)
Previous reference number: UC/MS19/7  
Size:  57 x 43 cm
1 map

UC/MS/135  1700
Pamphlet: The censure and declaration of the general assembly of the clergy of France: convened in the royal palace of St. Germain in the year MDCC, concerning matters of faith and manners (1700)
Badly damaged copy
Previous reference number: UC/MS20  
Size:  340 x 210 mm
20 pp. Missing: p.21-44

UC/MS/136  17 April 1857 - July 1979
Papers relating to the body of St Cuthbert in Durham Cathedral, including a typescript narrative of Rev George Joseph Caley's "An account of the attempt in December 1857 to remove Saint Cuthbert's body from Durham Cathedral", with a letter from Canon D.R. Jones, enclosing a further letter from Eric Heaton (dean of Durham), commenting on the manuscript; a further bound manuscript on the body of St Cuthbert, probably to be read alongside the previous volume; and sketches, press cuttings, notes and correspondence on the subject
Previous reference number: UC/MS21  
2 files

UC/MS/137  [?1789]
Manuscript volume: "The principles of true religion chiefly drawn from those authors who have been universally esteemed for their deep penetration, and strength of reasoning. By G.R. in the years 1781 and 1782"
Note on title page: "begun November 1781 & 1782"
Includes errata, a dedication, and an alphabetical index
1 volume (pp. 1 - 352 & 13 pp.)
250 x 200 mm
Provenance: Previously owned by Bishop John Briggs of Micklegate, York, with his bookplate on the frontispiece
Previous reference number: UC/MS22

UC/MS/138  September 1970
Draft typescript of a proposed autobiography entitled ""One man in his time..." Memoirs of a Monsignor Richard L. Smith "
In four parts
Previous reference number: UC/MS23
4 files (394 pp.)

UC/MS/139  1944 - 1999
Papers of Canon Joseph Lyons, mostly notes and readings on liturgical and devotional matters, as well as some personal papers including fides ordinum, and an invitation to a garden party at Buckingham Palace
UC/MS/140  1880
Ushaw. The old yew tree: verses by an affectionate son of alma mater: and dedicated to the Right Rev. the President, W. Wrennall, D.D., Domestic Prelate of His Holiness, Leo XIII (Preston: E. Buller & Son, North Lancashire Catholic Repository, 1880)
2 copies
With a manuscript letter on the front page of each copy by Bishop James Chadwick dedicating the book to Euan Buller
With a separate manuscript of a poem entitled “My cottage home”

UC/MS/141  [1581] - 2010
Collection of prayer cards, mostly devotional prayers to saints, martyrs, and other individuals, as well as prayers for papal visits. Named individuals include James Chadwick, Richard Billington, Henry Jones, Richard Preston, James Joyce, John Kirk, Edel Quinn (envoy of the Legion of Mary to Africa), Catherine Kilgallen, Peter Dawber, James Kennedy, James Edward Finley, Nathaniel R. Dunne, William Heard, John Yiend, Hilda Seymour, Thomas Power, Anna Maria Broadhead, Winifred Towers, Alice Towers, Sarah Lockett, Francis Frederick Tidy, Léon Dannès, John Mitchel, Martin Vasey, Bernard J. Lavin, Laurence Hollis, Owen Swindlehurst, Mary Anne Miller, Kevin O'Connor, Edmund Campion, Richard Challoner, Thomas Bowes Carter McKenna, Merry del Val, Bernard Payne, Bernard Growney amongst others

UC/MS/142  December 1907 - 18 March 1997
Correspondence and newspaper cuttings ib deceased Ushaw College staff members, including William Wrennall, Arthur Wilfrid Pickering, Canon Cogan and Canon Laurence Hollis

UC/MS/143  1922
Papers of John Anthony Lee, including two Ushaw playbills (A Pair of Spectacles and Abraham Lincoln), five group photographs at Ushaw College, and four course notebooks

UC/MS/144  1950
Papers relating to the Hierarchy Centenary Congress, including guides and programmes, transcripts of talks, and newspaper cuttings from the Catholic Herald

UC/MS/145  [1975 - 1992]
Photocopies of typescript articles written by Hugh Lavery for various Catholic newspapers, as well as photocopies of newspaper articles by Lavery mostly on aspects of Catholic faith and doctrine
Previous reference number: UC/MS30
1 file

UC/MS/146  1879 - 1881
Papers relating to the Fourth Provincial Synod, including printed questions and answers
Previous reference number: UC/MS31
3 files

UC/MS/147  12 August 1871 - [?2000]
Papers of Rev Joseph Hughes (1921-2013), mostly prayer cards, leaflets for Catholic organisations, press cuttings, printed devotional literature, Christmas cards, parish bulletins and rough notes
Some prayer cards pre-date Hughes's life
Previous reference number: UC/MS32
2 files

UC/MS/148  26 August - 15 September 1860
Wet copy letter book with five letters from John Gillow to Canon James Fisher, all relating to the dispute between Ushaw College and the bishops over control of the college funds
Previous reference number: UC/MS33
1 volume

UC/MS/149/1-2  [1820 x 1840] & 1837 - 1857
Notebooks of John Oysten, tailor:
1 notebook and 1 file

UC/MS/149/1  [1820 x 1840]
Notebook with title on inside cover of back board “John Oysten's book Hill Top. A collection of poetry, letters and anecdotes wrote at different times for my own amusement”
Previous reference number: UC/MS34/1
1 notebook

UC/MS/149/2  1837 - 1857
John Oysten's journals of his life at Hill Top, near Ushaw College, and surrounding area, including very brief daily entries on news of families and friends, journeys to surrounding towns, descriptions of the environment, gardening, his work as a tailor, and general health
Previous reference number: UC/MS34/2
1 file

UC/MS/150/1-22  [?1850] - [late 20th century]
Collection of print Illustrations, and drawings:
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/1-22
1 file

UC/MS/150/1  [1856]
Plan (impression) by Edward Welby Pugin of St Aloysius Schools
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/1
Size: 320 x 210 mm
1 print
UC/MS/150/2  1860
Copy of a water colour sketch of Fr Thomas Wilkinson by his brother, Henry
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/2
*Size:* 190 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/3  [?1870]
Plan (impression) of St Cuthbert's College
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/3
*Size:* 210 x 160 mm
1 print

UC/MS/150/4  [late 19th century]
Sketch by [?Edward Bonney] of the Patmore Screen at Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/4
*Size:* 260 x 160 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/5  1900
Satirical illustration for the *Ushaw Magazine*
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/5
*Size:* 290 x 230 mm
1 illustration

UC/MS/150/6/1-20  [1892 x 1894]
Sketches, many of which are signed by “F. Thompson”, of various sections of Ushaw College and the surrounding area
Published as a collective in Laing, Robert C., *Ushaw College: A Centenary Memorial 1894* (Newcastle-on-Tyne: Mawson, Swan & Morgan, 1895)
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/1-20
20 sketches

   UC/MS/150/6/1  [1892 x 1894]
   Sketch entitled “Foundation of Ushaw”
   Signed “F”, probably F. Thompson
   Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/1
   *Size:* 320 x 130 mm
   1 sketch

   UC/MS/150/6/2  [1892 x 1894]
   Sketch entitled “The quadrangle as it is”
   Signed “F”, probably F. Thompson
   Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/2
   *Size:* 320 x 130 mm
   1 sketch

   UC/MS/150/6/3  [1892 x 1894]
   Sketch entitled “The quadrangle as it was”
   Signed “F”, probably F. Thompson
   Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/3
   *Size:* 320 x 130 mm
   1 sketch
UC/MS/150/6/4  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "Doway College & Crook Hall"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/4
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/5  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "Extension westward"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/5
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/6  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "College church and chapels"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/6
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/7  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "Junior College"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/7
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/8  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "The cemetery"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/8
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/9  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "Library wing & playgrounds"
Signed "F", probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/9
Size: 320 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/10 [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled "The Bakehouse"
Signed: "F. Thompson"
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/10
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch
UC/MS/150/6/11  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled “In the infirmary quadrangle"
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/11
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/12  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled “The Readers desk, refectory”
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/12
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/13  1894
Sketch entitled “Crook Hall”
Signed: “F. Thompson, 1894”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/13
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/14  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled “Crook Hall”
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/14
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/15  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled “The Garden House”
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/15
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/16  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch entitled “Ruins at Bearpark”, i.e. Beaurepaire
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/16
Size: 295 x 235 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/17  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch of a dormitory at Ushaw College
Signed: “F.T.”, probably F. Thompson
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/17
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch
UC/MS/150/6/18  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch of a section of Ushaw College [?swimming baths]
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/18
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/19  [1892 x 1894]
Sketch of a bay of the Big Library, Ushaw College
Signed: “F. Thompson”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/19
Size: 320 x 255 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/6/20  1892
Sketch of a section of the Big Library staircase
Signed: “F. Thompson. 1892”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/6/20
Size: 295 x 235 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/7  [?1900]
Sketch of Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/7
Size: 180 x 130 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/8  [?1900]
Colour sketch of Cardinal [?Howard]
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/8
Size: 160 x 210 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/9  [?1900]
Photograph of a portrait of the seventeenth-century Catholic martyr, Ven John Ducket
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/9
Size: 110 x 160 mm
1 photograph

UC/MS/150/10  [?1900]
Print [?from the Ushaw Magazine] of the new chapels at Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/10
Size: 250 x 160 mm
1 print

UC/MS/150/11  [?1900]
Section of the Ushaw College building
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/11
Size: 180 x 100 mm
1 sketch
UC/MS/150/12  [?1900]
Print of a colour painting of William Allen singing the mass of thanksgiving for a new martyr
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/12
Size: 180 x 120 mm
1 print

UC/MS/150/13  [?mid 20th century]
Reproduction (black and white) of a painting of Ushaw College from the early nineteenth century
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/13
Size: 290 x 240 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/14  [?mid 20th century]
Reproduction (black and white) of a painting of Crook Hall from the early nineteenth century
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/14
Size: 290 x 240 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/15  [?mid 20th century]
Photocopy of Little Blake Street, York, before demolition
To be used in a work by Fr David Milburn
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/15
Size: 130 x 110 mm
1 item

UC/MS/150/16  [?mid 20th century]
Photocopy of a [?photograph] of a building housing Tudhoe Academy
To be used in a work by Fr David Milburn
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/16
Size: 140 x 130 mm
1 item

UC/MS/150/17  [?early 19th century]
“Crook Hall”
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/17
Size: 290 x 225 mm
1 sketch

UC/MS/150/18  [late 20th century]
Photographs of Crook Hall
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/18
Size: 170 x 120 mm
2 photographs

UC/MS/150/19  [late 20th century]
Photograph of a painting of Douai College from the late eighteenth century
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/19
Size: 260 x 200 mm
1 photograph
UC/MS/150/20  [?1850]
Engraving of Revd Thomas Wilkinson of Kendal (1763-1857), benefactor to Ushaw Library
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/20
Size: 110 x 115 mm
1 engraving

UC/MS/150/21/1-4  [1844] - [1882]
Printed sketches of St Mary's Cathedral, Newcastle; St. Anne's Catholic Church, Westby; St Dominic's Priory, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; and the interior of St Cuthbert's Chapel, Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/21/1-4
4 sketches

UC/MS/150/22/1-12  [late 19th/early 20th century]
Sketches by S. Young, including cottages and other buildings in Keswick, as well as one sketch of the the mill at Ushaw College (UC/MS35/23/11)
Previous reference number: UC/MS35/22/1-12
1 notebook

UC/MS/151/1-94  1500 - 1970
Miscellaneous letters:
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/1-91
3 files

UC/MS/151/1  5 October 1696
Papal bull from Innocent XII recalling the Buller plan
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/1
Language: Latin
2f

UC/MS/151/2  [?July 1773]
Copy of a letter of Father Neville, formerly preacher of the court of France to Broth [____] at Dinnant on the suppression of the Jesuits in France
Covering letter by John Lawson to Mrs Charlton enclosing Neville's letter
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/2
2f

UC/MS/151/3  22 October 1783
Letter from John Barrow to Bishop [?Matthew Gibson]: the clergy fund
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/3
2f

UC/MS/151/4  [?1790]
Letter from [?John Barrow] to [?]: the late Bishop Challoner's injunctions on aspects of church doctrine
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/4
1f

UC/MS/151/5  [?1790]
Letter from J.B. [?Corny] to [?]: account matters
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/5
1f
UC/MS/151/6  [?1790]
Two letters (on the same sheet) from [?] to [?] concerning the Roman Catholic Relief Bill and the Protestation against the oath
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/6
2f

UC/MS/151/7  17 - 23 February 1790
Copy of a letter from Charles Berington to [members of the Catholic Committee]: in defence of the oath attached to a Roman Catholic Relief Bill
Covering letter on the same sheet from James Orrell to his brother
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/7
2f

UC/MS/151/8  10 October 1790
Letter from Bishop William Gibson to John Barrow: his appointment as bishop; defending accusations brought against him of his conduct in relation to Douai College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/8
2f

UC/MS/151/9  19 February 1800
Letter from Thomas Smith to [John] Lambert: commenting on his memorandum
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/9
1f

UC/MS/151/10  10 December 1801
Letter from John Milner to John Barrow: answering a polemicist; his meeting with Bishop Gibson; commenting on the piety of the northern clergy; news of his Catholic friends
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/10
1f

UC/MS/151/11  16 May 1803
Letter from William Fletcher to [?]: account matters
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/11
1f

UC/MS/151/12  14 December 1803
Letter from [John] Lambert to Thomas Eyre: the Ushaw articles and ownership of the college
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/12
1f

UC/MS/151/13  4 May 1806
Letter from William Fletcher to [?]: acknowledging receipt of a payment
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/13
1f

UC/MS/151/14  18 January 1809
Copy of correspondence between Rev R. Thompson, Rev John Orrell and Rev Thomas Eyre on the management of the Finch Mill estate
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/14
7f
UC/MS/151/15a-b  1 - 12 February 1811
Two letters (on the same sheet):
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/15a-b
2 letters
   UC/MS/151/15a  12 February 1811
   Letter from John Lingard to [John Barrow]: thanking him for sending money;
   arrangements for the recipient's visit to Ushaw College; the bishop of Durham's
   charge against the Catholics
   Previous reference number: UC/MS36/15a
   1f
   UC/MS/151/15b  1 February 1811
   Extract by Robert Gradwell of a letter by John Barrow to John Lingard: arrangements
   for sending the money
   Covering letter from Gradwell to [Lingard] on Barrow's will
   Previous reference number: UC/MS36/15b
   1f
UC/MS/151/16  10 January 1815
Letter from John Kirk to Rev Richard Thompson: the continuation of Dodd's *Church
History*
Enclosure: printed address to “the Catholic public” on contributing towards a continuation
of Dodd's *Church History*
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/16
   4f
UC/MS/151/17  10 February 1816
Letter from John Kirk to Rev Richard Thompson: seeking information on Christopher
and Hugh Tootle [or Tuttle]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/17
   2f
UC/MS/151/18  20 June 1835
Copy of a letter from Pope Gregory XVI to Bishop Baines: [Baines's claims on the
property at Downside and Ampleforth]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/18
Language: Latin
   4f
UC/MS/151/9  1838
Letter from [Consitt] to Thomas Croskell: thanking him for his years of service as
procurator of Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/19
   1f
UC/MS/151/20-21 10 January - 24 July 1840
2 letters from Michael March to his sister, Elizabeth:
(1) News from Ushaw, including the installation of gas lighting, ordinations, and a
description of a fox hunt
(2) News from Ushaw, including learning Greek, moving into Rudiments, the completion
of the defensions and examinations, and rumours of Tate replacing Cookson
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/20-21
2 letters

UC/MS/151/22-23 14 October 1840
Letter from Francis Wilkinson to George Errington enclosing a catalogue of Latin medals,
with a request to acquire certain medals for Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/22-23
2 items

UC/MS/151/24 19 October 1841
Letter from John Leonard to his mother: his arrival at Ushaw College, impressions of
Blanchard, and family news
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/24
2f

UC/MS/151/25 29 December 1848
Letter from Charles Hansom to Charles Newsham: arrangements for the building of the
new library
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/25
2f

UC/MS/151/26 30 May 1850
Printed circular letter from William Fletcher, vicar general, to the clergy of the Northern
District: asking them to show their approbation for the address of the Lancashire clergy
[?on the building of St Edward's]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/26
1p

UC/MS/151/27 20 October 1851
Letter from John Gordon to his son: his disappointment in not receiving many letters;
news of Catholics; his impressions of his current abode in Italy
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/27
2f

UC/MS/151/28 [?1851]
Letter from Richard Ward Oscott to Thomas Wilkinson: his conversion and reception
into the church
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/28
2f

UC/MS/151/29 20 February - 9 August 1859
Letters from Lane Lewis on the building of a chantry altar
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/29
11 letters
UC/MS/151/30  19 September 1909
Letter from Bishop [?] to [Joseph Corbishley]: description of his visit to Ushaw, including
his journey there, the attitude of the boys, praise for the celebration of Mass in St
Cuthbert's Chapel, his speech to the students, praise for the Library, and Robert Hugh
Benson to preach at a retreat to Ushaw students
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/30
1f

UC/MS/151/31  11 May - 27 June 1860
Extracts of correspondence between Charles Newsham and Provost Cookson on the
management of the Ushaw College funds
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/31
4f

UC/MS/151/32  6 August 1860
Letter from Provost Cookson to Bishop William Hogarth: Elston Fund
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/32
2f

UC/MS/151/33  15 March 1862
Letter from Elizabeth Orrell to [?]: an annuity
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/33
2f

UC/MS/151/34  [?1862]
Letter from Elizabeth Orrell to [?]: commenting on a report; Philip [?Vavasour]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/34
2f

UC/MS/151/35  [?1862]
Letter from Elizabeth Orrell to [?]: Philip [?Vavasour]; Newsham's declining health
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/35
2f

UC/MS/151/36-37  [?1870]
Letters from [?] to [?]: Edward Kenyon seeking information on the Lancashire plots
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/36-37
2 letters

UC/MS/151/38  19 April 1877
Letter from [?Kirkham] to [?]: the Houghton family [recusants during the English Civil
War]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/38
3f

UC/MS/151/39  29 June 1877 - 20 June 1886
Letters to T.E. Bailey: answering research enquiries
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/39
15 letters
UC/MS/151/40  1877
Letter from Sister [?] to Canon T. Wilkinson: thanking him for sending a lock of St Peter's hair; awaiting Wilkinson's publication on the life of a saint; memories of her reception into the Catholic Church; Charlotte Montain; Miss Conyer's illness
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/40
2f

UC/MS/151/41  30 June 1882
Printed circular letter from Canon John Bewick to the clergy of the diocese of Hexham and Newcastle: Bishop Chadwick Memorial Committee
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/41
1 sheet

UC/MS/151/42-43  12 June 1890
Letter from J. Delaville le Roule to [?]: recommending sources for historical research
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/42-43
Language: French
2 letters

UC/MS/151/44  [?1890]
Letter from M. Parkinson to the editor of the Palatine Note Book: foundation of the Bingley church
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/44
2f

UC/MS/151/45  18 April 1894
Letter from [?Chadwick] to Bishop John Bewick: Gillow's will, enclosing an extract of the will
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/45
2f

UC/MS/151/46  19 July 1897
Letter from Thomas Tatlock to Mr Gillow: congratulating him on his elevation to the diocesan chapter
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/46
2f

UC/MS/151/46a  [?1900]
Letter from William H. Byrne to Canon William Wrennall: answering his queries
First page missing
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/46a
1f

UC/MS/151/47-48  21 March 1902 & 10 March 1904
Letters from R.H. Inglis Palgrave to [?Ushaw College]: his father Francis Palgrave
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/47-48
2 letters

UC/MS/151/49  24 November 1902
Letter from Bishop Thomas Wilkinson to [?]: declining to agree to the erection of a monument for St Bede
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/49
2f
UC/MS/151/50  12 November 1906
Letter from Thomas Meagher (St Sulpice, Paris) to Miss Shortt: the arrest of Mgr [?Montaguin]; the reaction of Parisians towards them; the suppression of the seminary and the last high mass celebrated there
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/50
2f

UC/MS/151/51  4 October 1907
Letter from W.W. [?William Wrennall] to V.P.: asking [V.P.] to pray for him in his declining health
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/51
2f

UC/MS/151/52  8 October 1909
Typescript letter from Joseph Scott to Joseph Broadhead: Bishop Conaty's impressions of Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/52
2p

UC/MS/151/53  24 October 1911
Letter from Robert Eaton (Birmingham Oratory) to Rev George Phillips: the death of an Ushawman
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/53
3f

UC/MS/151/54  18 May 1915
Letter from John Robinson to Lillian [?]: the effect of the war and family members taking part; Shakespeare and St George's Day celebrations in Sunderland
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/54
2f

UC/MS/151/55  [?1970]
Letter from R.E.G. Wyatt to [?]: thanking him for showing appreciation
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/55
1f (in two parts)

UC/MS/151//56  9 July 1940
Typescript letter from Joseph Scott to Edward Towers: the housing at Ushaw College of 140 officers during the First World War, the attitude of the American press towards the current war, the increase in production of the Douglas Aircraft Factory in Southern California, the effect of the war on religious belief, news of his family
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/56
2p

UC/MS/151/57  7 November 1941
Letter from Dr Hume to Dr Rollin: Towers's improving health following his breakdown
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/57
1f

UC/MS/151/58  26 July 1945
Letter from [?] Chadwick to Mgr [?]: enclosing some papers of Bishop Chadwick
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/58
1f
UC/MS/151/59  [?1970]
Letter from a mother and father to their son: suggesting the purchase of a bike
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/59
1f

UC/MS/151/60  7 September 1677
Letter from William Howard, 1st Viscount Stafford, to his steward, Martin R. Lawson: his inability to visit “my Lord of Worcester” [probably Henry Somerset, 1st Duke of Beaufort] and the poor state of his finances
Originally framed and mounted on a wooden board (now detached) with the following note “The enclosed letter, written by the brave and holy William Baron Stafford, only 3 years before his execution, December 29. 1689, I purchased in Stafford in May 1893. It is written to his Steward “Martin Ralph Lawson” and William [?] and sold Stafford's estate at Thornbury in the county of Gloucester. For a full and truthful account of the infamous trial and [?] of Lord Stafford see Lingard's History of England. [?] the 9th Page 483. 5[th] edition. 1849.”. Further note below “The enclosed letter was bought by me from Messrs G. H. Last of Bromley, Kent, in June 1933 with the above note attached to it. I had it framed by Messrs Hughes of Newcastle-on-Tyne. W. Vincent-Smith.”.
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/60
2f

UC/MS/151/61  14 February 1501/2
Letter from Dom Henry Thew, monk of Durham Abbey to Dr Thomas Swalwell, warden of Durham College, Oxford: an indenture relating to the College
Includes typescript transcript of letter
With a note: “Found as a bookmark in a book once belonging to Durham Abbey”
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/61
2f/1p

UC/MS/151/62  24 March 1836
Letter from John Briggs, president of Ushaw College, to [?the Catholic clergy of on rules for admitting to the sacraments members of various secret societies, including the exclusion of the Knights of St. Patrick and other societies of a political nature.
Possibly a draft of an official printed letter to the clergy
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/62
1f

UC/MS/151/63  31 January 1913
Letter from John Robinson of Delaval House, Sunderland to [?] enclosing a transcription of a manuscript in the Delaval Papers entitled “Distribution of Popish houses within the county of Northumberland to the sincere officers of the militia of the said county” [?1715]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/63
5f

UC/MS/151/64  28 February 1908
Typescript copy of a letter from Fr Anselm (later the Most Rev D. E. J. Kenealey, archbishop of Simla) to Rev J. Austin Richmond, St Peter's Lancaster: his memories of Francis Thompson as a schoolboy at Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/64
1 typescript
UC/MS/151/65  18 December 1798
Letter from Thomas Stonor to his cousin: enjoying life at Crook Hall; the illness of his aunt; and looking forward to moving to a larger college where “we shall have more room and more playfellows”
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/65
2f

UC/MS/151/66  3 September 1854
Letter from [William T. Gordon] to [?Euan Buller]: news of Shee; his desire to go to the Isle of Wight until the cholera epidemic abates; news of Livesey; praise for a lecture by Cardinal Wiseman but criticising his idea of publishing a series of educational penny books including one on Daniel O'Connell; criticism of The Lamp; recommending Charles Lamb's books; news of old school friends
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/66
6f

UC/MS/151/67  [19th century]
Letter from [?] to Euan Buller: sending a cheque
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/67
2f

UC/MS/151/68  21 July 1862
Letter from M. Watts-Russell to [Ushaw College]: his son, Julian's, extraordinary behaviour which has been exacerbated by reading nautical stories and suggesting that the recipient speak to him during confession
Julian Watts-Russell was killed in battle at Mentana in 1867, at the age of 17, fighting for the Pope against Garibaldi’s army
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/68
2f

UC/MS/151/69  [?1840 x 1849]
Letter from Edward Howard to Henry Logan: apologising for the poor state of his accounts; his plan to join the army, and news of friends
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/69
4f

UC/MS/151/70  28 January 1866
Letter from [?] to Dr [?]: William Hogarth’s estate
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/70
1f and 1 item

UC/MS/151/71  24 February 1870
Letter from Wilfrid Graham to his mother: account of the death of Gerald [?]
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/71
8f

UC/MS/151/72  3 April 1902
Letter from [?] to Mr Brennan: background to a chapter on hoaxes in the Ushaw Magazine
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/72
2f
UC/MS/151/73 25 December 1904
Letter from Richard Mayhew to [his son at Ushaw College]: his progress and other
news of family
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/73

UC/MS/151/74 14 January 1907
Letter from R[obert] Hugh Benson to Mr Girdlestone: agreeing to write a preface for his
book [*A mirror of shalott*]

Provenance: Donated to Ushaw College Library by Prof C.M. Girdlestone
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/74

UC/MS/151/75 29 January 1907
Letter from R[obert] Hugh Benson to Mr Girdlestone: congratulating him on his wife’s
reception into the Catholic Church

Provenance: Donated to Ushaw College Library by Prof C.M. Girdlestone
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/75

UC/MS/151/76 26 March 1930
Letter from [Roger], St. John’s Seminary, Nellore, to [Dennis]: James’s ordination and
his plans to teach Moral Theology and Canon Law, and Roger’s popularity in Madras
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/76

UC/MS/151/77 9 August 1936
Letter from William Godfrey to [Jim]: the banns for Lawrence MacReavy
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/77

UC/MS/151/78 17 September [*1936*]
Letter from Tom Fish to Mgr Corbishley: his decision to leave the priesthood
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/78

UC/MS/151/79 30 October [*1937*]
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to Mgr Corbishley: sending a lion’s head for the
College Museum
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/79

UC/MS/151/80 October 1937
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to [Mgr Corbishley]: asking whether the lion’s head
he sent last year was now in the College Museum
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/80

UC/MS/151/81 19 January 1938
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to Mgr Corbishley: information on the lion’s head
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/81
UC/MS/151/82  30 April [?1938]
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to Mgr Corbishley: the lion's head
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/82
2f

UC/MS/151/83  23 February 1939
Letter from William Godfrey, archbishop of Westminster, to Dr [?]: thanking him for saying
Mass in St. Joseph's
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/83
1f

UC/MS/151/84  7 November [1942]
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to Mgr Corbishley: the death of his son and the
offer of a bursary in his name
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/84
2f

UC/MS/151/85  10 January [1943]
Letter from A. de B. Nedham, Natal, to Mgr Corbishley: the death of his son and the
offer of a bursary in his name
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/85
3f

UC/MS/151/86  30 May 1939 - 20 February 1963
Letter from Arthur Willis, St Ninian's Presbytery in Wooler, to Fr James Pollock, St
Teresa's, Heaton Road, Newcastle: enclosing a photograph of Cardinal William Godfrey
in Wooler in 1939 and a newspaper cutting of a photograph of William as a boy at Ushaw
in 1904, including Jim McKenna, Bill Godfrey, Pat Hayes, Fred Simpson, Lawrence
Dundas ("Sonny"), Kevin Henegan (now Canon at Leeds), Billy Lamb, Jim Pollock, and
Billy Brummer (Canon at Saltburn)
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/86
3 items

UC/MS/151/87  8 September 1854
Letter from B. Woodcock (Foreign Missionary College of All Hallows, Dublin) to George
Brown (bishop of Liverpool): John Mullane's suitability as a priest in Liverpool
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/87
2f

UC/MS/151/88-89  31 December 1886 & 14 January 1887
2 letters (1 printed, 1 manuscript) from George Walker to Rev Henry Gillow: his retirement
from his printing business
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/88-89
2 letters

UC/MS/151/90  24 August 1912 - 5 January 1916
Letters from Arthur O'Connor to Mr Pippett: funding a Greek prize at Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/90
10 letters
UC/MS/151/91  11 May 1965
Letter from C. M. Girdlestone to Fr Bernard Payne: depositing a collection of letters of his father, James Hammond le Breton Girdlestone, and his relationship with Robert Hugh Benson
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/91
1 letter

UC/MS/151/92  10 May 1865
Letter from J. H. Keinerding to Dr Gillow: the success of his pamphlet in attacking Dollinger and a transcription of a letter to the papal nuncio
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/92
4f

UC/MS/151/93  25 March 1910
Letter from William Slattery to Edwin Bonney: Lingard and Cardinal Pole's ring
Previous reference number: UC/MS36/93
1f

UC/MS/151/94  January 1946
Pastoral letter from John C. Heenan to his parishioners in the Brentwood diocese
4f

UC/MS/152  29 July 1908 - July 1913
Papers of Vincent Galloway, including 1908 Jubilee programmes and playbills; printed lists of professors and students; sports programmes; and photographs
Previous reference number: UC/MS37
1 file

UC/MS/153  1797
Account statement of money received by Mr E. Gorst for officers' commissions in the supplementary militia and provisional cavalry
Previous reference number: UC/MS38
4f

UC/MS/154  1935-1936
Papers from Fr Corboy relating to Rev James Standen, including typescript copies of Standen's letters (with an index) and his diary of a journey from Manchester to Valladolid. Also includes two letters from E. Henson to Corboy on the subject of Standen
Previous reference number: UC/MS39
1 file

UC/MS/155  1844
Notebook of the Rev H. Gibson of Ushaw College on various subjects, particularly aspects of college life including playdays, clubs, and extracts from the registers of Crook Hall and Ushaw
Size: 120 x 190 mm
Binding: Red card
1 volume: 113p (pp. 1 - 62 numbered)
Ownership history: On the verso of the second flyleaf ink bookstamp "Rev. H. Gibson" and on the recto of the third flyleaf inscription "H. Gibson, Novbr. 6th 1844"
Previous reference number: UC/MS40

UC/MS/156  1897-1898
Diary of an Ushaw student
Ownership history: Note by Bernard Payne: “given to College 1972, apparently after being found in some priest's house”

UC/MS/157  [?1840]
Mulready-designed envelope addressed to “Miss Crook, Woolham, Liverpool”
With black seal on the reverse
Previous reference number: UC/MS41
1 envelope

UC/MS/158/1-2  1863 - 1873
Diary of Laurence Johnson, written while at the English College in Rome, with descriptions of his daily routine at the college and his thoughts on theological matters
Previous reference number: UC/MS42
Size: Volume 1: 200 x 280 mm
Size: Volume 2: 210 x 250 mm
   2 volumes: 220 ff. (volume 1) 100 ff. (volume 2)

UC/MS/159/1-5  [?1860]
Dictates by C. Scott, student at the English College in Rome:
UC/MS/159/1: “De Deo Uno et Trino”
UC/MS/159/2: “De Verbo Incarnato”
UC/MS/159/3: “De Verbo Dei”
UC/MS/159/4: “De Sacramentis in specie”
UC/MS/159/5: “De Eucharistiae Sacramento et Sacraficio”
Previous reference number: UC/MS43/1-5
Language: Latin
Size: 140 x 210 mm
   5 volumes

UC/MS/160  [?1880]
Commonplace book with notes on religious and historical matters
Previous reference number: UC/MS44
Language: English
Size: 160 x 270 mm
1 volume (96 pp.)

UC/MS/161  13 May 1712
(1) Douai dictate:
   “Tractatus de sacramentis” (ff. 1 - 162 & ff. 1 - 116
Lecturer: Richard Kendall
Student: Thomas Boamer [vere Gibson]
(2) Printed disputation at the end of the volume:
Lecturer: Richard Kendall
Student: Thomas Gibson
Previous reference number: UC/MS45
Language: Latin
Size: 170 x 220 mm
1 volume: ff. 1 - 162, ff. 1 - 116 & pp. 1 - 12

UC/MS/162 12 October 1712 - 6 May 1713
(1) Douai dictate:
“Tractatus de Deo incarnato”
Lecturer: Laurence Rigby
Student: Thomas Gibson

(2) Printed disputation at the end of the volume:
_
Lecturer: Laurence Rigby
Student: Emmanuel Christmass

Previous reference number: UC/MS46
Language: Latin
Size: 170 x 220 mm

1 volume: ff. 1 - 212 & pp. 1 - 10

UC/MS/163 1 June 1714
(1) Douai dictate:
“Tractatus de ecclesia et controversiis fidei”
Lecturer: Richard Kendall
Student: Thomas Gibson

(2) Printed disputation at the end of the volume:
_
Lecturer: Richard Kendall
Student: Thomas Gibson

Previous reference number: UC/MS47
Language: Latin
Size: 170 x 220 mm

1 volume: ff. 1 - 202 & pp. 1 - 10

UC/MS/164 20 June 1699
Douai dictate:
“Tractatus di sacramentis”, Tome I
Probably unfinished fair copy, in the hand of Edward Dicconson, either as a lecturer or a student

Previous reference number: UC/MS48
Language: Latin

1 volume: pp. 1 - 224

UC/MS/165 13 August 1700
Douai dictate:
“De scriptura sacra”
Part of disputation 5, part of 7, and disputations 9 - 14 and 18-28.
Student: Edward Dicconson (his hand)

Ends 13 August 1700
Previous reference number: UC/MS49
Language: Latin
Size: 110 x 170 mm
1 bundle

Related material in other DUL collections: See Lisbon College Manuscript Volumes for full copy

UC/MS/166  [?1716]
Douai dictate:
“Tractatus de ecclesia”
Possibly Edward Dicconson’s lecture notes when teaching
Previous reference number: UC/MS50

Language: Latin
Size: 110 x 170 mm
1 volume: pp. 25 - 96, 121 - 144, 217 312, 361 - 384, 409 - 552, 577 - 616

UC/MS/167  [?18th century]
Commonplace book with newspaper cuttings of various court cases
Previous reference number: UC/MS51

Language: English
Size: 120 x 190 mm
1 volume: pp. 1 - 258 & 104 pp. (unnumbered)

UC/MS/168/1-73  [1553] - [20th century]
Printed items
For detailed catalogue entries, search “Ushaw UC/MS/168” in the Durham University Library printed catalogue
Previous reference number: UC/MS52/1-68
UC/MS/168/71-73: Outsize
72 items

UC/MS/169  12 December 1859 - 11 October 1860
Commonplace book of John Gillow, mostly notes on his trip to Rome with Robert Cornthwaite and the Sherburne-Heatley case
Previous reference number: UC/MS53
1 volume

UC/MS/170/1-6  1984
Reproductions of maps published by the British Library:
UC/MS/170/1: Saxton’s map of Westmorland and Cumberland (1576)
UC/MS/170/2: Saxton’s map of Lancashire (1577)
UC/MS/170/3: Saxton’s map of Hertfordshire (1577)
UC/MS/170/4: Saxton’s map of Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire (1374)
UC/MS/170/5: Map of Ireland by Baptista Boazio (1599)
UC/MS/170/6: A new map of the County Palatine of Durham by Christopher Maire (1711)
Previous reference number: UC/MS54/1-6
6 maps

UC/MS/171  [1754 x 1758]
Douai dictate
*De Deo uno et trino*
Student: Valentine Langstaff
Previously located in Bay XVIII cupboard
Previous reference number: UC/MS55
Tithe apportionment for the township of Esh
Previous reference number: UC/MS57
11f

Prayer card and order of service for the funeral of Dr Jan Theresa Rhodes
Previous reference number: UC/MS58
2 items

Value of the Rev Dr Gibson's crop and stock, Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS59
1f

“A report of the visitation made to Saint Cuthbert's College, Ushaw, Durham A.D. 1849.
Dedicated to Alma Mater by her devoted alumnus Robert Hogarth. Miss. Apostolicis, Grand
Vicar, and Rural Dean in the Yorkshire District”
Previous reference number: UC/MS60
11 p.

Obituaries for former college staff, including Rev Francis Wilkinson and Rev Canon John
McHugh
Previous reference number: UC/MS61
4 items

“Suggestions for proposed new collegiate Church for St Cuthbert's College, Ushaw”
Previous reference number: UC/MS62
5 p.

Draft petition from the professors at Ushaw College to the cointerested bishops on their
wish for the president to resign
Previous reference number: UC/MS63
3f

Printed letter by Field Marshalls Lansdowne and Wolseley appealing for financial assistance
to assist the troops in the Boer War, with manuscript appeal by Joseph Broadhead to the
staff of Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS/64/1-2
2 items

Word-processed memoir by John T. Dunne, “Ushaw College, Durham, in the early 1950s:
an appreciation”
Previous reference number: UC/MS/6600
13 p.
UC/MS/181  [mid 20th century]
Manuscript notes, taken from various sources, by Fr. Haigh on St. Cuthbert's body
Found in envelope addressed to William Wrennall from Fr. Haigh
Previous reference number: UC/MS/67
1 file

UC/MS/182/1-5  27 April 1859 - 26 January 1863
Collection of letters found in an envelope "Ushaw stamps first editions English and Papal"
Previous reference number: UC/MS68/1-5
5 letters
Ownership history: Previously located in the Bay XVIII closet

- UC/MS/182/1  27 April 1859
  Letter from J. Vincent Harting to Mgr Charles Newsham: commenting on the Roundell Palmer case, enclosing his opinion on the case
  Includes envelope with seal
  Previous reference number: UC/MS68/1
  4f

- UC/MS/182/2  23 March 1860
  Letter from Charles Newsham to Rev J. Gillow: the bishop's petition relating to the Ushaw College constitution
  Previous reference number: UC/MS68/2
  2f

- UC/MS/182/3  20 December 1861
  Letter from Bishop Robert Cornthwaite to Rev John Gillow: the Ushaw College question, quoting extract from a letter from the opposition
  Previous reference number: UC/MS/68/3
  2f

- UC/MS/182/4  17 April 1862
  Letter from [Bishop William Hogarth?] to Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman: the decision of the Congregation of Propaganda on the Sherburne-Heatley case
  Previous reference number: UC/MS/68/4
  11f

- UC/MS/182/5  26 January 1863
  Letter from Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman to Rev John Gillow: sympathising with Gillow on the Sherburne-Heatley decision; his opinion of the Ushaw medal, and a painting depicting a prism at Ushaw College
  Previous reference number: UC/MS/68/5
  3f

UC/MS/183  [16th century - 19th century]
Fragments of unidentified manuscripts, mostly notes on various historical and theological subjects, and some engravings
Previous reference number: UC/MS/69
1 file

UC/MS/184a-b  1560 & [?1610]
Sections of two writs, the first to the Sheriff of Surrey (Thomas Palmer or John Culpeper) with a list of names including four Catholics (Anthony Brown, John Caryll, John Eston and Robert Southwell) to be brought before the court. The second was written at the time of James I.

These writs were found in a binding of a 17th century book on religious controversy. For more information and a transcript of the first writ see: *Ushaw Magazine*, XLIII, (December 1933), pp. 218 - 222

Previous reference number: UC/MS70a-b

Language: Latin

2 membranes

UC/MS/185  30 January 1688
Decree by the Papal Nuncio [?Cesar Cagnani] at the court of King James II creating the Vicariate Apostolic of the North of England
Includes papal seal
Previous reference number: UC/MS/71

1 membrane

UC/MS/186  22 June 1764
Account statement of Bishop Francis Petre

2f

Provenance: Previously left by Bishop Petre to the Elvet Mission, Durham.
Presented to Ushaw College by Ian Doyle, January 2016.

Previous reference number: UC/MS/72

UC/MS/187  [13th/14th century] & [?1700]
(1) Leaves of a medieval liturgical music score
(2) Notes from a [?sermon]

2 leaves/1f

Ownership history: Found in the binding of Ushaw XVIII.A.8.4

Previous reference number: UC/MS/73

UC/MS/188/1-31  1375 - 11 October 1904
Manuscript material in a file entitled “Miscellaneous”

Previous reference number: UC/MS/74

31 items

UC/MS/188/1  1375
Account of revenues (rentals etc.) of noblewomen in South West France and Savoy (Arbois and Aspremont)
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/1

1 membrane

UC/MS/188/2  [1556]
Section of a page from Askham, Anthony, *An almanacke and prognosticatyon for the yeare of oure lorde god M. D. L.VI* [electronic resource] : wyth the dayes and howres of rysyng noonestead and settynge of the .vii. starres. .... made [and] deuysed by Anthonye Askham phisycon and pryest (London: In Fletestrete at the signe of the Princes armes, by Thomas Marshe, [1556].

Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/2

1 fragment
UC/MS/188/3  1630
Petition [in the hand of Alban Butler?] to Rome seeking Ordinaries
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/3
Language: Latin

UC/MS/188/4  [1678]
“A brief account of ye comittmt. of ye Earl of Shaftsbury: & ye crimes layed to his charges”
Charges laid against Anthony Ashley Cooper, 1st Earl of Shaftesbury, for his treatment of the accused in the Popish Plot
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/4

UC/MS/188/5  30 July 1714
Petition to the Earl of Northampton requesting the officers and magistrates to seize the horses and arms of Roman Catholics, and to raise militias throughout the country in response to the imminent Jacobite rising.
Signed by Shrewsbury, Buckingham, Rochester, Sandown, Northumberland and Lanacaster.
Includes seal
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/5

UC/MS/188/6  14 February 1738/9
Copy made by William Ormston of a poem published in the Tatler, Saturday, 16th July 1709, no. 42, entitled “The partial judge brib'd”
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/6

UC/MS/188/7  1774
Copies of “The charter granted by Hugh Pudsey, bishop of Durham, to the burgesses of the city of Durham” and “The copy of Bishop Pudsey's charter to the burgesses of the city of Durham by Pope Alexander 3d”
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/7

UC/MS/188/8  [18th century]
Transcripts of sermons for the 18th and 19th Sunday after Lent
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/8

UC/MS/188/9  [18th century]
List of Catholic bishops deposed by Parliament in 1559
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/9

UC/MS/188/10  [18th century]
Text of a sermon for the 12th Sunday after Pentecost
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/10
Notes on Antony Arnaud
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/11
22f

“Dr. Berkley's scheme”
Notes on George Berkeley's views on natural philosophy
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/12
4f

16 May 1807
Account statement [?invoice] of Joseph Hedley to Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/13
1f

1 November 1821
Affidavits by John Kirk
On verso of second folio addressed to Rev John Lingard D.D. Hornby Lanchester"
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/14
2f

[?1800 x 1829]
Draft copy of a memorial to the Rt. Hon. Earl of Sherburne by Lord Stourton, Robert
Edward Lord Petre, John Courtenay Throckmorton, Thomas Stapleton, and Thomas
Hornyold, concerning the penal legislation on the statute against Roman Catholics
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/15
2f

[?1800 x 1829]
Draft copies of petitions from the Catholics of Great Britain to Parliament seeking relief
from the penal laws
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/16
2f

1847
Papal indulgence allowing the Rev Thomas Sherburne to eat meat [?during Lent]
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/17
Language: Latin
1f

11 December 1851
Bond from A. Pinckney crediting Mrs Taylor of Aldon Grange the sum of £5 5s 2d.
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/18
2f

28 October 1854
Letter from Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman to Mr Kelly enclosing design for a medal by
Scipio Clint, Esq., presented by the Catholics of London to Wiseman in 1836
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/19
2f
UC/MS/188/20  14 November 1856
Petition by the clergy and laity of the diocese of Hexham to Philip Henry Howard Esq.
of Corby Castle calling for a public meeting to consider sending Catholic convicts to
Catholic reformatories
Includes list of names and addresses of those who signed the petition
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/20
2f

UC/MS/188/21  [11 January 1860]
Writ ordering the Rev. Michael Trappes to act as a witness at Westminster Hall in the
County of Middlesex on 22 February
Judge: Alexander James Edward Cockburn, Bart.
 Plaintiff: Susan Saurin
Defendants: Mary Ann Star and Julia Kennedy
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/21
1f

UC/MS/188/22  2 February 1863
Copy of a decree by Bishop William Hogarth appointing Mgr Robert Tate as president
of Ushaw College following the death of Mgr Charles Newsham
With additional copy
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/22
1 membrane

UC/MS/188/23  2 October 1866
Draft of Bishop James Chadwick's first pastoral letter on the day of his consecration to
the bishopric of Hexham and Newcastle
Includes instructions for printers
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/23
7f

UC/MS/188/24  [19th century]
Notes on the subjects of hell and death
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/24
9f

UC/MS/188/25  [19th century]
Estimate by Mr [?Tipsack] of North Shields for maintenance work to be carried out [?at
Ushaw College]
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/25
2f

UC/MS/188/26  [19th century]
Prayer to Saint Gertrude
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/26
2f

UC/MS/188/27  [19th century]
Prayer to the Virgin Mary
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/27
1f
UC/MS/188/28 [19th century]
Note on a case of divine revelation made to Saint Margaret, queen of Hungary
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/28
2f

UC/MS/188/29 [19th century]
Printed portrait engraving of Rev Henry Newcombe
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/29
1 sheet

UC/MS/188/30 11 October 1904
Programme for a ceremony unveiling a national memorial to the Venerable Bede at
Roker Cliff Park, Monkwearmouth, Sunderland
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/30
1 sheet

UC/MS/188/31 7 September 1838
Copy by F. J. Wilkinson of Hail Queen of Heaven
Previous reference number: UC/MS/74/31
1f

UC/MS/189 [late 19th century x early 20th century]
Cuttings from the Catholic Times and other newspapers on various aspects of Catholic
history
Previous reference number: UC/MS/75
1 file

UC/MS/190 [late 18th century]
Notes by Thomas Eyre taken from Jeremy Collier’s An ecclesiastical history of Great Britain
(1708-1714)
Previous reference number: UC/MS76
1 file

UC/MS/191 August 1890
Cuttings from various newspapers glued onto card concerning the death of Cardinal John
Henry Newman
Rolled
Previous reference number: UC/MS77
8 leaves of card

UC/MS/192a-b [late 16th century]
Roll of parchment containing a record of fines paid for recusancy by the Forcer family of
Kelloe, Durham
Includes a typescript transcript by Rev. Alphonsus Bonnar, O.F.M.
Previous reference numbers MS90 and UC/MS78. Previously stored in a locked cupboard
in Bay XVIII of the Big Library.
Language: Latin
Size: 480 cm long
1 roll

UC/MS/193 [1960?]
Photostat of a successful appeal to the Barons of the Exchequer by the Forcer family
against the seizure of their lands, 1637.
Language: Latin
10 sheets

Provenance: Presented to Ushaw College by Rev. V. Smith, Lanchester
Previous reference number: UC/MS79

Location of originals: National Archives (London), Exchequer: Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer: Memoranda Rolls, E368/645 No. 195

UC/MS/194  [1960?]
Photostat of a list of Catholics resident in Stockton, Easington, Chester and Darnton, possibly during the seventeenth century.
2 sheets

Location of originals: The original item was located at Durham University Library Add. MS. 942.81. However, this manuscript now cannot be located.

Previous reference number: UC/MS80

UC/MS/195a-b  18 July 1608
Manorial record relating to the seizure of land owned by Thome Wyatt, soldier of Milton, [?for treason]
Includes a typescript transcript
Previous reference number: UC/MS84a-b

Language: Latin

UC/MS/196  [early 19th century]
Tables and notes on theological subjects, including penance, confirmation, the Eucharist etc.
Includes contents page
Outsize
Previous reference number: UC/MS82

26f

UC/MS/197  1975
G. Emmerson, "Return to Rome: Holy Year 1975"
Diary of a trip to Rome, 7-14 July 1975 with 35 illustrations

Previous reference number: UC/MS83

68 p.

UC/MS/198  [?1833]
Notebook with extracts from sources on the Jacobite Rebellion in Northumberland
On rear pastedown army baggage label dated 12 December 1827

Previous reference number: UC/MS84

28f

UC/MS/199  [?17th century]
Declaration against transubstantiation, signed by Charles Godfrey

Previous reference number: UC/MS85

1 membrane

UC/MS/200a-b  1934
W.G. Ward, “A short account of the Missionary Priests who served Ugthorpe and Egton Bridge during the penal days”
Two typescript copies

Former reference numbers: Ushaw XV.L.1.13 (11) and Ushaw XV.L.1.13 (12)

Previous reference number: UC/MS86/1-2
2 items

UC/MS/201  [20th century]
Depiction of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ
Previous reference number: UC/MS87
  1 painting

UC/MS/202  1962
“Some facts in the history of the Northern Vicariate under the first of the Vicars Apostolic, Bishop James Smith, 1688-1711”, compiled by Mr Anthony Boylan, of Divines
Previous reference number: UC/MS88
  25f

UC/MS/203  2 November 1998
Word-processed transcript of a talk by Jim O'Keefe, president of Ushaw College, at the President's Conference, entitled “A reflection on celibacy”
Previous reference number: UC/MS89
  8p

UC/MS/204  30 September 1905 - 20 December 1962
Papers of Ushaw College alumnus Rev John William Kelly (1886-1968), including fides ordinum, appointment as Chaplain to the Forces, 4th class, during the First World War, and photographs of Kelly
Previous reference number: UC/MS90
  1 file

UC/MS/205  [?1936] - [?2000]
Papers of Joseph Lawrence Boyd (1925-2016), seminarian at Ushaw (1936-1949), including class group photographs, two photocopies of the music score for Ushaw songs: No. 1. The House written by Augustine Watts M.A. composed by the Rev. Edwin Bonney, and printed rules of St Cuthbert's Society
Previous reference number: UC/MS91
  1 file

UC/MS/206  [1962 x 1965]
Poster showing names and portrait photographs of the bishops, periti etc. who took part in the Second Vatican Council, published by Mons. Achille Lupi, secretary general of the Council
Previous reference number: UC/MS92
  Size: 120 x 80 cm
  1 poster

UC/MS/207  1884
Diary of Rev. John Smith of St Herbert's, Croxdale, describing a tour of Europe, including France, Germany, Switzerland and Italy
Previous reference number: UC/MS93
  Binding: Binding: vellum over boards, with metal clasp
  35 unnumbered folios

UC/MS/208  23 March 1867
Travel permit by the British Government enabling Rev Edward Consitt to travel on the continent
Stamps and printed labels from Ciprano, Florence and Rome
Outsize
Previous reference number: UC/MS94
1 item

UC/MS/209  13 July 1698
Affadavit from the secular clergy to bequeath their material possessions to the Catholic Church
Signed by thirty Catholic priests
Previous reference number: UC/MS95
1f

UC/MS/210  7 May 1660
Passport to Lord William Widdrington by George George Monck to allow Widdrington to return to England
Signed and sealed
Previous reference number: UC/MS96
2f

UC/MS/211  1 September 1944
Wehrmacht decoration awarding Robert Steffens the War Merit Cross, Second Class
With mimeographed signature of Otto Meissner
Previous reference number: UC/MS97
1 certificate

UC/MS/212  [19th century]
Manuscript entitled “Letters to an ecclesiastical student from the time where, as yet a boy, he was called to the priesthood until after he had entered upon his missionary career”
On the front cover ink bookstamp "Ushaw College Lib."
The student is referred to as “Cuthbert” but his identity is unknown
Previous reference number: UC/MS98
47f

UC/MS/213  29 November 1766
Copy of a document granting power of attorney by Mrs Elizabeth Hill to Robert Daniel
Document dated 6 August 1765; copy dated 29 November 1766
Previous reference number: UC/MS99
2f

UC/MS/214  [17th century] - 13 March 1951
Letter from Father Juan del Hierro, minister general of the Franciscans of Regular Observances to the Prior and Consuls of the City of Mexico
With a covering letter from Fr Alphonsus Bonner to Fr Bernard Payne, 13 March 1951
Previous reference number: UC/MS100
Language: Spanish
2f/1f

UC/MS/215  [?16th century] - [?19th century]
Scrapbook containing cuttings of illustrations from various printed works depicting saints and other scenes from the Bible
Previous reference number: UC/MS101
1 volume

UC/MS/216  4 November 1897 - 27 July 1930
Letters, poems, newspaper cuttings and other miscellanea sent by George Burton, bishop of Clifton, to Fr [?] Kearney
The letters mostly relating to arrangements for meeting with some references to Catholic matters and memories of their youth
Previous reference number: UC/MS102
1 file

UC/MS/217/1-2  1857 - 1859
Prize bookplates given to Benjamin Randerson, later parish priest of St. Hilda's, Whitby. With the older form of the arms of St Cuthbert's College
Previous reference number: UC/MS103/1-2
2 items

UC/MS/218  [?early 20th century]
Typescript transcript collection of letters from priests at Ushaw College to Lady Lothian at the time of her son, John's, illness and death, January 1855.
Previous reference number: UC/MS104
20 p.

UC/MS/219  22 February 1963
Newspaper cutting from the *Kilkenny People* on Sir William Shee. Sir William Shee was the first Roman Catholic judge to sit in England and Wales since the Reformation. He was an alumnus of Ushaw College
Previous reference number: UC/MS105
1 newspaper cutting

UC/MS/220  1925 - 2016
Papers of John Quinn, 1950-2016, former alumnus of Ushaw College, including class photographs (1926-1931), Philosopher's Feast menu, and requiem mass liturgy
1 file
Provenance: Donated by Maria Quinn, September 2017

UC/MS/220  1925 - 2016
Notebook by Kenneth [?Thomas] entitled "A daily journal of my life and of news in general", mostly descriptions of his daily routine, views on politics and his Anglo-Catholic religious belief
Previous reference number: UC/MS107
1 notebook

UC/MS/222  [19th century]
Manuscript entitled "Life of St Teresa of Jesus. Foundress of the Discalced Carmelites of the Order of Our Lady of Carmel, translated fr: the Italian of Father Frederick of St Antony. A Religious of the same order. Volume II"
Previous reference number: UC/MS108
1 notebook

UC/MS/223  [19th century]
Manuscript on the life of St Gertrude
Previous reference number: UC/MS109
1 notebook

UC/MS/224/1-3  July 1909 - 16 September 1944
Papers of Fr James Pollock, former alumnus of Ushaw College (ordained in 1917) and parish priest in Sunderland and South Shields
Previous reference number: UC/MS/111-1-3
UC/MS/224/1  July 1909 - 14 November 1935
James Pollock's *Fides Ordinum* and other certificates
Previous reference number: UC/MS/111/1
1 file

UC/MS/224/2  21 October 1910 - 16 September 1944
Letters to Fr James Pollock, including letters from Richard Collins, bishop of Hexham and Newcastle, concerning Pollock's exemption from war service during the First World War (6 February - 12 June 1916, 22 March 1917, 24 January 1918); Pauline Shulton (Catholic Women's League Weaving School and English School, Bethlehem) describing her life in Bethlehem (3 June 1928); as well as personal letters from Cardinal William Godfrey
Previous reference number: UC/MS/111/2
1 file

UC/MS/224/3  [?1920]
Portrait photograph of James Pollock
Copyright: Warren Photographer
Previous reference number: UC/MS/111/3
1 BW print

UC/MS/225  [?1875]
Appendix I to a report compiled by [?Rev John Bewick] entitled “List of missions opened since A.D. 1850”, including name of mission, county, date opened and notanda
Previous reference number: UC/MS/112
1f

UC/MS/226  [?1872]
Notes, probably copies of extracts of letters, on the merits of London University
Previous reference number: UC/MS/113
5f

UC/MS/227  23 February 1976 - 1 August 1982
Papers relating to the mountaineer and former Ushaw alumnus, Joe Tasker, including two letters from Joe Tasker to Fr David Milburn (arrangements for giving a lecture at Ushaw on his recent climbing exhibition) and two newspaper cuttings
Previous reference number: UC/MS/114
4 items

UC/MS/228  1989
Papers relating to the cause for the canonisation of John Henry Newman, including the *Positio* and other reports, and correspondence with J. Derek Holmes
Previous reference number: UC/MS/115
1 file

UC/MS/229  26 February 1987
Statement from Ronald Runcie, archbishop of Canterbury recognising Cardinal Basil Hume and Pope John Paul II's intention to beatify a further 85 Roman Catholic martyrs from England, Scotland and Wales
Outsize
1 statement mounted on card